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Long visit lodgings, a moderately new idea in the Hospitality business is winding up very
mainstream nowadays. Attributable to the advantages that these inns offer joined with the
moderateness, the explorers, nowadays want to book a week by week remain or lengthy visit
lodging over the regular lodgings. Extended Stay Hotels are loft lodgings where vacationers can
remain for whatever length of time that they need and can look at whatever point they need. As
it were, long visit inns are much the same as leasing a loft; be that as it may, there is no fixed
agreement for the inhabitants. There have consistently been long visit lodgings, obviously. In any
case, the fragment is extending. It developed to 123 million room evenings in 2017 from 107
million room evenings in 2015, as indicated by research by the Highland Group, an inn
counseling firm. That is around multiple times the pace of the general lodging industry's
development. Extended Stay Hotels have consistently observed appeal from business explorers.
Be that as it may, with a greater amount of those visitors blending relaxation exercises with their
excursions for work and bringing their families along. Extended-stay properties cater to the
convenience, and rising trend, of living a more flexible lifestyle. The vast majority of the lengthy
visit lodgings are outfitted like a home. There is a little kitchenette which is sustained with all the
essential kitchen apparatuses and different things. The principle room territory is associated
through a little hall, there's an examination table, an eating zone and different elements which
make the room very unique in relation to a lodging and like a home. At the point when
contrasted with the lodgings, the lengthy visit inn rates appear to be very moderate. The cash,
which you spend on booking lodging for two or three days can be utilized to remain for longer
periods in a lengthy visit inn.

A dominant part of lengthy visit inns in the USA offers a variety of complimentary
administrations to make the stay charming for their visitors, these incorporate a flavorful
mainland breakfast, evening snacks on the weekdays and substantially more. At the point when
reserved for longer periods, there is a high possibility that you will get an appealing lengthy visit
in bargains. There are numerous internet booking sites which offer rewarding arrangements on
the lengthy visit appointments. The expansion of an in-room kitchenette is among the greatest
advantages offered by the lengthy visit lodgings. It empowers the visitors to prepare their own
dinners which infer natively constructed nourishment in another city and gigantic reserve funds.
These pros of extended stay hotels are driving the market growth to a great extent.
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Market Segmentation: -

Market section by Type, the item can be part into Economic Type Extended Stay Hotel, Middle
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Type Extended Stay Hotel and Luxury Type Extended Stay Hotel. Market fragment by Application,
split into Traveler, Business Customers, Trainers and Trainees, Government and Army Staff and
Others.

Territorial Analysis: -

Market fragment by Regions/Countries incorporates US, Europe, China, Japan, Southeast Asia,
India, Focal and South America.

The key players covered in this study: -

Hilton Worldwide, Hyatt Hotel, Choice Hotels International, InterContinental Hotels Group
(IHG),Marriott International, Wyndham Hotel Group
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